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1.

PROJECT GOALS AND BACKGROUND

Prior to the the United States Weather Bureau’s
founding in the 1890’s, volunteer civilian and military
weather observers throughout the growing Nation
observed and documented weather data. Now,
meteorologists at NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC),
through
NOAA’s
Climate
Database
Modernization Program (CDMP), are working to convert
these historic climate data to a digital file format. These
data are being keyed through the CDMP “Forts”
program, so-called because many of the observations
were made at U.S. Army posts throughout the country.
These Forts data will be incorporated into NOAA’s
digital database, extending the database’s period of
record back close to 100 years for some stations, and
providing an invaluable resource for researchers
performing climate studies.
CDMP meteorologists face unique challenges in
preparing these forms for keying. A pre-keying review
process has been developed uniquely for these Forts
data. These steps, detailed below, enable keying
contractors to efficiently convert these data from the
forms to digital files with a high degree of accuracy.
2.

stations), and volunteer observers, including Army
surgeons, noted scientists, and other professionals.
These original observers’ forms, which extend as
far back as the 1780’s and vary widely in quality,
content, and format, were originally microfilmed at
NCDC in the 1950’s. For ease of keying and to preserve
the images (as the original film reels were eventually
destroyed), these microfilm reels were converted by
SourceCorp to a JPEG image format.
Once CDMP meteorologists prepare the data for
keying using MRCC-developed custom web-based
tools, keying professionals at SourceCorp’s Jenkins, KY
location carefully key each form, following the
instructions provided by CDMP. When keying is
completed for a station, its raw keyed data are then
subjected to rigorous Quality Control (QC) at MRCC to
meet NCDC standards, and are converted to standard
digital formats. Once QC is completed on the data, they
will be ingested into NCDC’s digital database and made
available to the research community.

FORTS PROGRAM & PARTNERS

The CDMP Forts program is a successful example
of a cooperative effort between government agencies
and the private sector. CDMP meteorologists at NCDC
in Asheville, NC, including contractors employed by
CDMP partners Information Manufacturing Corporation
and STG, Inc., work closely with the Midwestern
Regional Climate Center (MRCC) in Champaign, IL, and
with Kentucky-based keying and imaging contractors
SourceCorp. While this document will focus primarily on
the CDMP role in the project, each group contributes
vitally to the overall Forts effort.
MRCC has inventoried and selected approximately
160 first-priority stations, all with data collected prior to
1893’s start of U.S. Weather Bureau observations, for
keying into digital data files. These stations include U.S.
Army Signal Service locations (many of which were the
immediate predecessors of the Weather Bureau
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Figure 1. Hand-drawn journals are just one type of
weather observation form keyed through Forts.
3.

THE “PICS” PROCESS

All climate data keying projects overseen by CDMP
require some level of pre-keying preparation to reduce
keying errors and make the keying process easier. The
varied nature of the Forts-era forms and non-standard
observational practices of the day, however, make the
Forts keying project unique. In addition, the forms
themselves often contain precious nuggets of
information about the weather, observing standards,

and instrumentation of the time. Thus, the steps taken at
CDMP before actual keying of the data can begin are an
integral part of the process for Forts.
To meet these unique needs, a special set of prekeying steps was established for the Forts project. This,
so-called “PICS” (Pre-keying Inventory and Comments
Summary) review has been designed to accomplish
parallel goals: to identify the meteorological elements for
keying on each data form and supply special keying
instructions when needed, and record metadata
elements for inclusion into station history records.

the day, and other elements; mean, at-hour, and daily
values may be keyed depending on the element type.
Once the element keying for a station is completed,
this information is extracted by MRCC and forwarded to
SourceCorp’s daily data keyers. The keyers then use
the form-specific keying format much as they would use
a general format in other keying projects.
3.2 Metadata Keying
In addition to identifying data elements for keying,
the Forts project affords the singular opportunity to
record metadata for each station. CDMP metadata
keyers are able to record this information individually for
each data form (Figure 4). Metadata keyed include the
collecting organization (e.g. Signal Service or
Smithsonian Institution), station location, observers,
instrumentation, and noteworthy observer comments.
Perhaps the most valuable piece of metadata from
each form is the station location. Anything noted on the
observer’s form containing information about this
location, including addresses, building names, elevation,
and latitude/longitude, is recorded. Also keyed are any
notes on station moves. This location information will be
integrated with NCDC’s station history and metadata
inventory.

Figure 2. CDMP team members (above) spend hours
preparing data for keying.
3.1 Element Keying

For some stations, detailed instrumentation data are
recorded on the forms. These too are recorded by the
metadata keyers, including instrument manufacturer,
model, and type.

Unlike most meteorological data keying projects,
the Forts collection consists of numerous disparate form
types. Since the project’s inception in the spring of
2003, CDMP metadata keyers have encountered more
than 30 different form types used by Forts-era
observers, including hand-drawn personal journals
(Figure 1). Thus, it is essentially impossible to create
any general element format for keyers to follow.
The solution, as implemented in the Forts project, is a
unique keying format created for each data form found
for a particular station. Web-based tools created at
MRCC are used by CDMP’s meteorologists performing
the pre-keying analysis (aka “metadata keyers”, Figure
2) to enter the form-specific element list for keying.
The Forts data are typically recorded on monthly
forms, with each day’s observations written on a single
row of data (Figure 3). CDMP’s metadata keyers label
each column of data from these daily data forms with a
four-letter code identifying the column’s weather
element, and note whether that column’s data should be
keyed. On any particular form, numerous daily data
elements may be selected for keying. These include
values of temperature, pressure, humidity, wind
direction and speed, cloud data, precipitation totals with
start and stop times, state of the weather, character of

Figure 3. Element column headers are extracted in
the PICS process for use by daily data keyers.

4.

FORTS PROJECT STATUS AND OUTLOOK

Nearly all of the 160 first-priority Forts stations’
images have been prepared for keying through the
ongoing PICS process. Daily data keying also continues
(Figure 5), and it is anticipated that just over 100
stations’ data will be keyed by the end of the current
keying contract period in the spring of 2006.

Figure 4. CDMP meteorologists use web-based tools
to enter metadata and identify weather elements for
keying.
Information about the observers themselves can
reveal important insight about their observations. For
many stations, the same volunteer observer was noted
to be on the job for decades. In addition, observer
continuity is valuable for resolving different stations
within the same town. Name, title, and any other
observer information are also entered with the
metadata.
Any pertinent observer comments are also noted.
These may include notes on instrument exposure or
reliability, station moves, explanations of missing data,
or comments about specific weather events, all of which
can provide valuable insight into data reliability.
3.3 Final PICS review
After elements and metadata are keyed for each
image, another CDMP meteorologist makes the final
selection of images for keying. Duplicate or illegible
images are excluded, as well as any that simply do not
contain keyable daily data.

Figure 5. Representative Forts stations keyed as of
late 2005.
Based on these projections, over three million daily
data records will have been keyed by spring, 2006 for
the Forts era stations (Figure 7). QC and conversion to
NCDC-standard formats is ongoing. When these
records are added to NCDC’s digital database, the
database will be extended back close to 100 years for
some stations. For example, daily data from New York
City have been keyed all the way back to 1789! Many
other locations have data that extend into the early
1800’s, some for almost continuous periods of record
over that time (Figure 6).

In addition, the PICS reviewer passes along special
instructions to the daily data keyers. These may include
specific instructions on how to key troublesome entries
on a particular form, or general keying instructions that
apply to many or all forms from a particular station.
In the Forts era, it was common for larger towns to
have multiple observers collecting data simultaneously.
An important part of the final PICS review is resolving
these individual stations from the collection of
observational forms in a particular city. A unique
temporary ID number is assigned to each individual
station. Later, a permanent Cooperative Station ID will
be assigned by NCDC’s Archive Branch to replace the
temporary ID.

Figure 6. For some locations, the Forts project will
nearly double the period of record currently in
NCDC’s digital database holdings.

Once Forts’ first phase is complete, data from
some 160 locations will have been keyed. Another
several hundred stations’ data still remain for possible
future keying, pending continuation of project funding.
5.

CONCLUSION

The unique nature of these data requires a
similarly unique keying process. The pre-keying
review of the data forms by CDMP meteorologists
provides a singular opportunity to not only provide
form-by-form guidance for keying contractors, but also
to capture valuable metadata about the weather
observers and their observations. These concurrent
efforts will each add signficant value to the final data
product.
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The “Forts era” weather records of the 1800’s are
an invaluable national scientific resource. Through the
CDMP Forts project, these records are being made
available to the research community for the first time.
Numerous scientific endeavors, including those that

may help shed light on the ongoing global climate
change question, will benefit from this robust data set.
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Figure 7. The cumulative number of records keyed in the Forts project, showing the records
added by each station keyed. By the end of the current keying contract period this spring, well
over 3 million records will be keyed and ready to QC and add to NCDC’s digital holdings.

